
 

 

 
Jiwan Welcomes Guests from Around the World  

to Savour the Authentic Taste of Qatar 
Executive Chef Jeremy Cheminade and Head Chef Morgan Perrigaud are poised to take diners on a 

culinary exploration inspired by Qatar’s rich gastronomic and cultural heritage  
 
 

Doha, 13 November 2022 - IN-Q Enterprises (IN-Q), the commercial arm and a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Qatar Museums (QM), invites guests and visitors from all over the world to experience 
the wonders of Qatar’s rich cultural and gastronomic legacy with the recently launched new menu 
celebrating football season at Jiwan. 
 
Overseeing the wonders of the Arabian sea as well as the extensive views of the Museum of Islamic 
Art, Jiwan, perched on the 4th floor of the National Museum of Qatar (NMOQ) with an elaborate 
outdoor terrace, is the second restaurant opened by Michelin-starred restaurateur and “architect of 
flavours” Alain Ducasse in Qatar.  
 
Jiwan’s guests are invited to sample the culinary traditions of the past, where the menu is served 
sharing style featuring reinvented Qatari cuisine but with familiar flavours and a touch of sophisticated 
simplicity –comfortingly nostalgic.  
 
Jiwan’s new seasonal menu offers fresh local ingredients where “every dish is an ode to Qatar,” 
reflecting Alain Ducasse’s philosophy: to offer cuisine that vibrates to the rhythms of nature. 
Displaying great pride in Qatar and its vision for self-sufficiency, Jiwan’s sustainable menu embraces 
seasonal homegrown produce. The restaurant’s ever-changing selection of dishes offers guests the 
freshest ingredients while preserving natural food resources. 
 
Jiwan is named after the Qatari word for the 'perfect pearl', rose-tinted white, completely round with 
a lustre so pure that it comes alive with radiance.  The restaurant’s interiors, designed by renowned 
architect Koichi Takada, takes inspiration from nature to showcase Qatar’s unique landscape and 
heritage. Every detail has been considered to take guests on a journey – the carpet colour subtly 
changes towards the centre of the restaurant to become a sea green. Seating reflects the dunes of 
Khor Al Adaid (Inland Sea). Four million Swarovski crystals suspended from the ceiling add to the 
restaurant’s sophisticated aesthetic and reflect Qatar’s pearl diving legacy. Its impressive outdoor 
terrace offers guests a closer connection to the sea with an exceptional panoramic view of the iconic 
Doha Corniche. 
 
Commenting on the preparations for welcoming guests from Qatar and all over the world during 
Qatar’s greatest sporting exhibition, IN-Q General Manager Phil Lawrie said: “We are happy to invite 
local and international guests to experience Jiwan by the visionary gastronome Alain Ducasse. Jiwan 
has always been an essential part of the NMoQ experience and a destination, offering timeless 
experience of Qatar’s natural history and culinary heritage. The collaboration between Ducasse Paris 
and Qatar Museums that started 10 years ago continues to bring to Doha unique epicurean concepts 
in exceptional settings.”  
 
IN-Q F&B Director Yves Goddard said: “Since 2019, Alain Ducasse’s Jiwan restaurant is managed by a 
team of world class restaurateurs and chefs from DUCASSE Paris, including Alexandre Grimaud as 
Restaurant Manager, Jeremy Cheminade as Executive Chef, and Morgan Perrigaud as Head Chef. Chefs 
Jeremy and Morgan along with their team have diligently prepared a new menu offering guests an  



 

 

immersive dining experience, taking diners on a cultural homage to Qatar’s rich gastronomic history. 
We look forward to welcoming all guests in Jiwan, the pearl of NMoQ.” 
 
Chef Morgan Perrigaud, Head Chef at Jiwan grew up in the historic port city of Saint-Malo in Brittany, 
France where he started his apprenticeship at the age of 16. Branded as “one of the fresh talents of 
French cuisine” in many distinguished cooking competitions, Morgan has established an illustrious 
career over the past decade working with top chefs in Michelin-starred restaurants in Paris, London, 
and Barcelona and now joins the team of DUCASSE Paris in Doha. 
 
Hailing from Lyon, Jiwan’s Executive Chef Jeremy Cheminade’s culinary journey began at a young age 
before working along-side renowned chefs in Micheline-starred restaurants in Marseille, Paris, Lyon, 
and Monaco where he refined his flair for the flavours of the French Riviera. Jeremy is one of the 
founding chefs of Jiwan, where he first joined as Head Chef in 2019.    
 
For more information, and to book your Jiwan experience, please visit: jiwan.qa 
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About IN-Q ENTERPRISES  
IN-Q Enterprises WLL is the commercial arm and a wholly owned subsidiary of Qatar Museums, trading primarily 
in the retail and food & beverage/hospitality sectors. 
 
Since its establishment in 2015, IN-Q has created a reputation for quality, exclusivity, authenticity and creativity 
in everything that it does – themes inspired by the mission of Qatar Museums (QM). 
 
IN-Q is a key stakeholder behind QM's delivery of its commitment to instigate Qatar’s future generation of arts, 
heritage and museum professionals by nurturing artistic talent, creating commercial opportunities for young 
artists, designers and entrepreneurs; engaging QM's audiences through merchandise, publications and its e-
shop; and by providing authentic experiences through diverse operations, which include:  

• F & B 
 IDAM by Alain Ducasse at the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA) 
 The MIA Café, MIA Park café-kiosks and food trucks 
 Jiwan Restaurant at the National Museum of Qatar (NMOQ) 
 Café 875 and other kiosks at the National Museum of Qatar (NMOQ) 
 Café #999 at the Fire Station 
 NAUA Restaurant and café at 3-2-1 Qatar Olympic and Sports Museum (QOSM) 
 Mathaf Café at Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art 
 Al Mourjan (Balhambar) 
 Profiles Café by Roastado at M7 

 
• RETAIL 

 MIA Gift Shop 
 NMOQ Gift shop 
 3-2-1 QOSM Gift Shop 
 Mathaf Gift Shop 
 Cass Art 
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 Pop up stores at M7, Fire Station, Katara, Al Riwaq 
 Qatar Museum (QM) Kiosk at Doha Festival City (DFC) 
 IN-Q Online 

 
About Ducasse Paris 
Ducasse Paris is deploying its activity in food, restaurant, hospitality, education and consulting. The company 
constantly develops innovative ideas and ensures their sustainability. Its continuous pursuit of excellence is 
based on the talent of men and women, the quality of the produce and a great savoir-faire. President and 
Founder, Alain Ducasse is the company’s inspiration and is dedicated to offer a fair cuisine, transmission of 
knowledge and developing a responsible vision of his profession. 
 
About Qatar Museums 
Qatar Museums (QM), the nation's preeminent institution for art and culture, provides authentic and inspiring 
cultural experiences through a growing network of museums, heritage sites, festivals, public art installations, 
and programmes. QM preserves, restores, and expands the nation's cultural offerings and historical sites, 
sharing art and culture from Qatar, the Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia (MENASA) region with the 
world and enriching the lives of citizens, residents, and visitors.  
 
Under the patronage of His Highness the Amir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, and led by its Chairperson, 
Her Excellency Sheikha Al Mayassa bint Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, QM has made Qatar a vibrant centre for the 
arts, culture, and education in the Middle East and beyond. QM is integral to the goal of developing an  
 
 
innovative, diverse, and progressive nation, bringing people together to ignite new thinking, spark critical 
cultural conversations, educate and encourage environmental stewardship and sustainable practices, and 
amplify the voices of Qatar's people. Since its founding in 2005, QM has overseen the Museum of Islamic Art 
and MIA Park, Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art, the National Museum of Qatar, QM Gallery Al Riwaq, QM 
Gallery Katara, 3-2-1 Qatar Olympic and Sports Museum, and Dadu, Children's Museum of Qatar.  
 
Through its newly created Creative Hub, QM also initiates and supports projects—such as the Fire Station Artist 
in Residence, the Tasweer Qatar Photo Festival and the creative hub for innovation, fashion and design M7—
that nurture artistic talent and create opportunities to build a strong and sustainable cultural infrastructure.  
 
Animating everything that Qatar Museums does is an authentic connection to Qatar and its heritage, a steadfast 
commitment to inclusivity and accessibility, and a belief in creating value through invention. 


